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Abstract

Drug combinations have been increasingly applied in clinical treatments towards various types of lethal diseases, including HIV, TB and cancers, due to the superior advantages of high efficacy, low toxicity and low occurrence of drug resistance. While the drug combinations are in generally effective, optimizing drug combinations remains challenging. Furthermore, drug-drug interactions and drug-system interactions can be extremely complicated. Therefore, the information acquired from individual cellular molecules could hardly assess the accumulative response at the bio-system level. Herein, we introduce a Feedback System Control (FSC) approach, aiming to rapidly optimize drug combinations out of millions of possibilities. The FSC approach combines biological experimental tests and engineering feedback control algorithms, avoids the high-throughput examination on large dataset, optimizes a few combinations iteratively, bypasses the complicated intracellular molecular interactions, and is able to identify the optimal solution with only several rounds of experiments by testing less than 0.1% of the total searching space.
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